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MAPS WHICH INDUCE THE ZERO MAP
ON HOMOTOPY

DONALD W. KAHN

The work of Eilenberg and MacLane shows that a map
from one space to another may induce the zero map on
homotopy groups, yet be essential. The purpose of this paper
is to give a characterization of such maps in terms of Postnikov
decompositions of the spaces. As applications, we consider what
additional information is needed to make such a map null-
homotopic, and we prove a proposition concerning Chern classes.

In his paper [5], J.H.C. Whitehead characterized those maps which

induce isomorphisms on homotopy groups by showing that (for reasonable

spaces) they are exactly the homotopy equivalences. The more modest

goal of this paper is to give a characterization of the maps which

induce the zero homomorphism on homotopy groups. Here the result

is not so simple, and the answer is given in terms of the Postnikov

systems of the spaces involved. These maps occur in various cases,

but for the purpose of illustration we consider the following two:

(1) The question of when such a map is nulMiomotopic and

( 2 ) the example when the image space is BUf the classifying

space for the infinite unitary group.

Throughout this note, all spaces have the homotopy-type of a 1-

connected Cl^F-complex. All spaces have base points, which are preserved

by maps and homotopies.

1* We shall use the following definition of a Postnikov system.

DEFINITION. A Postnikov system for X is a family {Xn, Pnf πn},

n > 0, where Xn is a space and Pn : X—> Xn, πn : Xn —> Xn_u such that

(1) if X is (m — l)-connected, X{ = point, i < m,

( 2 ) Pn is an ^-equivalence,

( 3 ) πn defines principal fibre space1, with fibre K(πn(X), n), and

( 4 ) πnPn^Pn_τ.

It is well-known that any X having the homotopy type of a 1-

connected complex has a Postnikov system.2 Furthermore, if / : X—>X',

where X and Xf have as Postnikov systems {Xn, Pn, πn} and {X», Pή, π'n}9

then there are maps fn : Xn —> XI such that

( 1 ) πi /Λ = /w_1 τrn and
( 2 ) Λ P» ~ P .f. (See [2]).

Received April 7, 1964. Work partially supported by contract NONR 266(57).
1 With no loss of generality, we may take it to be a principal fibre bundle.
2 If X was not 1-connected, but πι(X) was abelian, this would still hold.
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It is easy to see that any two such fn are necessarily homotopic,
and we refer to any such map as an induced map for /.

THEOREM 1. Let X and Xr have Postnikov systems {Xn, Pn, πn}
and {Xή, Pή,π'n}. Let f:X—>X' have induced maps fn: Xn-+ XI.
If for i > N > 1, fi: n^X) —» 7ti(Xr) is the zero map, then for each
i > N, there is a map hi: X{_x —> X such that the diagram

hi

is homotopy commutative.

Proof. Let k'i+1 denote the Λ -invariant for the fibration π : X[ —>
Xί^. Up to sign, k'i+1 is the obstruction to forming a cross-section
to this fibration, or an equivalent one over a base space which is
actually a complex. The obstruction to lifting f_λ to X[ is then
ft-ikfi+\ But as fi%k'i+1 = fckί+\ where f: is the coefficient homo-
morphism (see [2]), we have f*_xk'i+1 — 0, for i > N. Hence, when
i > N, there is a map h{: X{_x —> X[ with πfjιi — f^.

Consider the maps f and h^^ Because π\f{ — / ^ ^ = π[h%πiy

there is a map: d : X{—^ Kiπ^X ), i) such that

x

where μ : K(π%{X^, i) x X% -+ X{ is the usual action of the fibre. If

xeXίy d(x) is the unique element of Kiπ^X^i) such that fi(x) =

Now h{ maps the base point in the space Xi_λ into the base point
in the fibre over the base point in Xl-X. Then h^Tίi maps the fibre
in π{: X{ —> X{_x into the identity, so that d | If (TΓ^JQ, i) — f. Since
/i induces the zero map on homotopy, the composition

is null-homotopic. Using the Serre sequence (see [4]) for the fibre
space π{: Xt —> X;_j, we see that there is a map d so that

X*-!
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is homotopy commutative. Hence,

(d x h-Ki) ~ (dπ{ x h^rc,) ~ (d x h^π{ ,

and then

while

μ(d x h^π,- f

π[μ{d x hi) = ττ& = / U .

Therefore, we set h{ — μ(d x h{)9 and the proof is complete.

THEOREM 2. Le£ X and Xr have Postnikov systems {Xn, Pn, πn}
and {XI, PI, π'%}. Let f: X—*Xr with induced maps fn.

f induces the zero map in homotopy in all positive dimensions,
if and only if for each i > 1, there is a map/^: X^—> X such that

λ*

X%-\ 7
fί-l

is homotopy commutative.

Proof If / induces the zero map, apply Theorem 1 with N — 1.
For the converse, if i ^ n, we identify π^X) with Ki{Xi) and the

same for X'. Then, we may identify f with (/„)<: rc^XJ —> π^Xή).
But fn% = (hn πn)t, which is always zero in dimension n because
TΓnί-Xn-,) = 0.

2. In general, if a map / : X—* X' induces the zero map on
homotopy groups, it need not be null homotopic. (Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces give many examples, and with slight modifications one may
take X = X'.) I will first consider conditions which insure that such
maps are null-homotopic.

PROPOSITION 1. Assume X has the homotopy-type of a finite-
dimensional complex. Let / : X - + X ' . Suppose either

(1) Hn(X; πn(X')) = 0, all n. (This for comparison)
or (2) Hn(Xn_1; πn(X')) == 0, all n, and / induces the zero map on
homotopy.

Then / is null-homotopic.
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that Pl-f ~ 0 for all n. The case
of condition (1) is trivial. In case (2), Pl-f~fn-Pn~hn-πn-Pn~
K-P^. Assuming that PLsf- 0, Λ ^ P ^ ^ 0, then τr; Λn -P*-i - 0.
But then, by the Puppe sequence, hn comes from a map into the fibre
of πr

n : XL —• XL-ly which is null-homotopic by assumption.

REMARK. If there is other structure present, one can often say
more. For example, let f:X~>X' be a homomorphism of ΐZ-spaces.
Then if X is (m - l)-connected, /#m = 0, and Hn(X; πn(X')) contains
no primitive elements for n > m, then / is null-homotopic.

For the next case, we need some notation. Suppose X has finite
homotopy groups. Denote by (£(X, n) the class of finite abelian groups
(see [3]) generated by π^X), i ^ n. In other words, (£(X, n) is the
class of torsion groups whose p-components are zero for all primes
which do not figure in the homotopy of Xn.

PROPOSITION 2. Let X have finite homotopy groups, and let ξ be
a [/-bundle over X. Let c^ξ) e H2i(X; Z) be the ith. Chern class
(see [1]). Then c^ξ) is contained in a subgroup of H2i(X; Z) which
belongs to (£(X; 2i - 1).

Proof. Let ξ be given as a map

fξ must induce the zero map on homotopy groups. By Theorem 2,
(fζ)n : Xn —> {Bjj)n factors through Xn_1% Now, the ith universal Chern
class lies in H2i{{Bπ)u) Z) so that c^eπ^H^X,^ Z)). But by (3),
we know that

REMARKS. This proposition clearly holds for spaces whose even
dimensional homotopy groups are finite. Furthermore, under suitable
hypotheses, remarks of this sort may be made about other characteristic
classes. Details are left to the reader.
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